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Evo Cardio Walking Treadmill WTB500  
 

Running at work. Bring activity to your
workplace! Improve mental state and
increase creativity and productivity all
while promoting health and wellness.
Designed for use by individuals, small
groups or businesses as a whole. The
EvoCardio Walkdesk WTB500 is designed
specifically for those who like to exercise
more while working. A traditional office can
be transformed into a walking desk with
the WTB500 treadmill and console. When
the WTB500 treadmill is installed under a
(raised) desk and the console is attached
to the desk top, you can work and walk at
the same time. The Walkdesk WTB500 is
the gold standard for office fitness
equipment. Designed for the office, not the
gym, the WTB500 is whisper quiet and
offers a smooth ride. Not only does this
treadmill fit seamlessly into your
workspace, it gives you an extra boost of
energy and alertness that is often lacking
in traditional work environments. Combine
it with pedestal desks for the ultimate
office! With the Walkdesk WTB500, you
can enjoy plenty of movement while you
work. Your physical and mental health
improves while you send emails, make
phone calls, read or delegate

 CHF 1'499.00  
      

      

The Evocardio Walkdesk™ WTB500 tabletop treadmill is designed to support the most demanding office
environments. Quiet operation, a high-torque drive train built to last.

With the compact treadmill, you can easily transform your standing desk into a walking desk. If you're a
standing desk user and want to take your office fitness game to the next level, try one of the Walkdesk™
treadmill tables. The WTB500 is one of the quietest treadmills on the market, making it an unobtrusive
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addition to the office. The Evocardio Walkdesk™ WTB500 is designed exclusively for office use.

With a top speed of only 4 km/h, a perfectly tuned drive train and a 3 hp DC motor with 4000 rpm at its
core, the WTB500 belongs to a premium desk treadmill. We replaced the cheaper melamine or phenolic
deck materials of our competitors with a 2.5 cm thick Bakelite deck. We added guides to keep the
treadmill from scraping the side rails, and by shortening the deck we gained valuable office space. A
cooling fan keeps motor temperatures under control even when the treadmill is used 24/7, but makes it
so quiet you can't even tell it's running. Since no one will ever run fast or even walk on a Walkdesk™
WTB500, we shortened the deck to reclaim valuable floor space that other units take away. We even
lowered the deck of the treadmill to maximize the stability of the desk and minimize obstructions.

Equipment:

3200RPM 3hp continuous duty motor.
Speed electronically adjustable from 0.8-4km/h in 0.1km fine increments - ideal speed 1.5-3km/h
in combination with working activity
running surface 127 x 51cm
ascent height 12,7cm
training computer can be mounted on the table
LCD display showing time, distance, calories burned, speed, program with scan function
Manual program
5 preset training programs
3 direct speed selection buttons (slow, medium, fast)
Bluetooth compatible
Belt stop safety key
Transport wheels

Use: home use to office use
Payload: approx. 180kg
Equipment dimensions: L171.5 x W72 x H24cm
Weight 67kg
Warranty: 2 years on labor and parts
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